Primare's I35 is available in three different configurations: the basic I35, with no digital capabilities, the I35DAC, which adds their DM35 digital module (DSD 256/768kHz-32bit), and the Prisma model, pictured here. They all look the same from the front, but the Prisma model adds whole home control and connectivity under app control. Taking things even further, Bluetooth, AirPlay and Spotify Connect are all on board, as well as built-in Chromecast, which makes the I35 Roon ready.

The 30 series amplifiers have a well deserved reputation for fantastic sound, stellar build quality, and understated visual design. The new UDPD 2 power amplifier features 150 watts per channel, and like the model before it, defies pre-conceived notions of what you might think Class-D sounds like. It's actually quite good.

For the music lover wanting high performance, a modest form factor and stunning good looks, look no further.